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Fraudulent use of credit cards represents a large component of cybercrime and
data breach risk. This paper examines the card-not-present fraud chain, and
identifies a critical link that might be vulnerable to anti-crime intervention.
Purveyors of stolen card data rely on a testing step we term “refining”, which
enables further downstream exploitation. Refining currently relies on automated
abuse of web interfaces. Information asymmetries have prevented the payment
card ecosystem's legitimate players from targeting this step in the harms chain.
We build on previous work to identify and understand refining behavior: cardnot-present merchants can be both victims and facilitators of fraud. Our
contributions include a concrete, scalable intervention along with an analysis of
the economics of this investment and an analysis of the present externalities of
refining behavior.
“Results softened meaningfully.” This is how the then-CEO of Target described his firm’s
financials after the firm’s massive data breach in December of 2013, in which over 100 million
customers’ payment card information was obtained by cyber criminals.1, 2 Breaches of
confidential information continue to dominate headlines, and pundits and researchers alike have
begun to document exactly how they harm the breached firm. Target, like many other
organizations that have lost consumer credit card data, suffered direct and indirect losses in terms
of reputation and recovery costs. This paper looks at the broader consequences of stolen data.
How do breaches harm other players in the payment card ecosystem?
The dynamics of credit card fraud can appear complicated. We learn incomplete information from
initial disclosures. Headlines distort and mislead. The consumer’s worms-eye view and reactions
can distort the market. (One victim of the Target data breach refused to shop at Target—because
she saw fraudulent charges on the breached account at another Target store, and felt they should
have prevented the fraud there.3) Scholars have delved into many of the aspects involved in credit
card fraud, from the impact of breaches4,5 to the market for account info6 to how criminals extract
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value.7 Because of this work, we understand a great deal about the shadowy world of credit card
fraud. At the same time, as policy-makers and companies gear up to address this issue in the
United States and around the world, we do not always understand how these pieces fit together.
This paper builds on previous work documenting the underground economy as well as previous
work on market failures in security. We begin with an overview of the card fraud ecosystem and
its disparate actors and incentives. We establish the market for stolen account information as a
critical component of this ecosystem, and identify, in that realm, the absolute importance of the
“refining” step for the efficient use of data, even in a vertically integrated carding operation. This
step serves as the litmus paper that allows sellers and buyers to understand how their product will
be valued and can be used in the future.
We find a market failure in protection, and suggest an investment in security technology that has
the potential to rectify this asymmetry. We show that criminal behavior impacts two kinds of
merchants affected by card fraud: merchants whose websites are used to test stolen credit cards
and merchants whose sites are used to cash-out stolen cards. We then review different approaches
to disrupting card fraud, and find that attacking this refining step has the most advantages, and the
fewest disadvantages.
We observe how some merchants facilitate fraud against other merchants, and suggest a novel
intervention that would allow merchants to protect both themselves and each other against fraud.
By eliminating automated pre-sale testing of stolen credit cards, merchants correct a market
failure, and reduce the expected value of stolen card data. Finally, we place this question in the
context of the emerging political fight over responsibility and regulation brewing in Washington,
D.C. We conclude that good policy will stem from identifying small technical and legal
interventions that will drive efficient market-based solutions.

Overview of Card Fraud
The mechanics of credit card fraud are complex, with multiple actors, specializations, and
dependencies. Rather than a single market, it makes sense to describe it as an ecosystem with
niches and evolutionary dynamics. Still, there are a few key points to understand about how
criminals are using payment cards illicitly, and how that hurts other actors.
From the criminals’ perspective, it looks quite basic at first. The attacker needs to a) get the card
data, and then b) leverage the card data to obtain something of value. The first step is the easy
part. Turning a stolen credential into fungible value is where the complexity arises. Several
authors have explored the different dynamics of how criminals organize and specialize to make
this process as efficient as possible.8 For fraud that will involve the use of a counterfeit card
(card-present, or CP), criminals print the stolen data on magnetic stripes, and use the counterfeit
card to purchase goods in real-world stores. Card-present’s share of fraud is changing: a 2011
Federal Reserve report found that, for debit cards, card-not-present (CNP) fraud was the most
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common type of fraud, and had grown rapidly over the past few years.9 The migration to chip and
PIN will likely push fraud further from CP to CNP: magnetic stripes are far easier to counterfeit
than the secure chips used in Europay, MasterCard, and Visa (EMV) systems.
Card-not-present fraud is more complex. A merchant must be selected that allows the criminal to
“cash-out” the value of the card. One option is to have goods delivered but this requires further
layers of obfuscation to protect the criminal from identification. Alternatively, the criminal can
select a cash-out merchant who deals in fungible intangible goods, for example, tickets to
sporting events. Once the goods are purchased, the criminal can then resell the goods, receive
payment into an account he or she controls, and subsequently use this account to transfer money
beyond the reach of investigators.

Incidence of Harm
Things begin to look more complex when we try to map out the incidence of harm. There are five
key parties in a payment card network: the cardholder, the issuing bank, the acquiring bank that
represents the merchant, the merchant firm itself, and the card network that sets the standards.10
(In the appendix, we review the roles and responsibilities of a payment card network in more
detail.)
Under US law, the cardholder has minimal exposure to fraud risk: a maximum of $50 provided
the cardholder can identify fraudulent transactions as such.11 Most issuing banks do not choose to
hold consumers liable for $50, as it causes customer churn, and the cost to acquire a customer can
be well above that amount.12
Figure 1 illustrates the flow of information and money following a fraudulent transaction. Any
fraudulent charges to cardholders are reimbursed by the issuing bank. In card present
transactions, information flows as it does for card-not-present chargebacks, but the Issuer,
rather than the merchant, is liable for reimbursing the cardholder. This is assuming that the
merchant followed the correct procedures in accepting, processing, and storing the
transaction. For CP fraud, issuing banks have direct incentives to reduce fraud rates: they are
on the hook for whatever charges are rung up.
In card-not-present transactions, the issuer seeks reimbursement from the acquiring bank, who
passes the costs along to the merchant, often by directly debiting their account. The merchants,
thus, bear the majority of the costs of CNP fraud. They must absorb the direct cost of fraud in
terms of lost product and sales, and must pay chargeback fees to the payment networks. These
chargeback fees escalate, so a concentrated fraud attack will be even more painful.
Some costs are borne by the bank players: the issuing party bears the cost of reissuing the card
($5 per card, according to one industry survey13), and is also susceptible to a potential reputation
loss if they admit a security incident that undermines customer confidence. The acquiring party is
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generally not liable, unless the merchant is unable to cover its chargeback liabilities and
subsequently goes out of business.14
How do actors in the payment network fight fraud? There are two main tools. First, the issuer
may reject transactions in real-time based on heuristics. Issuers can use geography, velocity, and
hitting limits as signals to flag a purchase as anomalous. They have an incentive to be cautious
with this tool, since false positives annoy their cardholders, and require expensive call centers to
support complaints.
The card networks themselves offer value-added subscription services to score transactions on
their probability of fraud, with the help of data from their much broader view of the transaction
landscape. A false positive here annoys the subscribers—the merchants—by denying them a sale.
Merchants can subscribe to services provided by the card networks that provide additional
checks: Address Verification Service (AVS) is an option to authenticate transactions by collecting
customer billing ZIP codes. Advanced versions of AVS allow merchants to selectively ask for a
customer ZIP code when the bank thinks the transaction is more risky.15 Consumers tend to
encounter AVS at service stations. Because gas pump terminals do not collect signatures, these
transactions are considered card-not-present transactions. Online merchants can also choose to
require Card Verification Values (CVV2). These numbers are meant to never be retained by
merchants, per Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), and so are
theoretically not included in data breaches.
Finally, a merchant can reject a transaction as suspicious, with a similar cost of a lost sale. The
former CTO of a major catalog retailer said the relatively low-tech technique of blacklisting
mailing addresses was the single most effective tool against card-not-present fraud during his
tenure in the late 1990s.
Real-time transaction rejection by merchants is useful, but does not allow data from previous
transactions on that card to inform the decision—there is no capacity for state. Third party fraud
scoring services are available, but also lack the longitudinal perspective. Acquiring banks have a
broader view of a particular card than merchants, but only the issuing bank can view the entirety
of a card’s use.
In some ways, the present system aligns decision-making with the optimal data to make that
decision. Only the card issuing bank can make a card cancellation decision.16 Based on card usage
data over time, a threshold can trip, and the bank will cancel the card, and “unwind” bad
transactions. That is, they will deny payment and push responsibility for each fraudulent
transaction onto the acquiring banks. The consumer can also aid in the detection process by
reporting transactions they did not make from their own statement.
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Figure 1. Chargeback flow for fraudulent card-not-present transactions

The Market for Stolen Credit Cards
The marketplaces where criminals truck, barter, and exchange their wares have been descriptively
and analytically studied by the security community. This work has taken many forms, beginning
with some descriptive work by cybercrime scholars in the middle of the last decade. In 2006
Thomas and Martin studied a network of 35 IRC servers supporting the underground economy.17
The next year Franklin et al. studied an IRC marketplace where they collected over 13 million
messages over the course of 7 months.18 Their marketplace was not unlike other marketplaces
studied by economists: sellers advertised their wares, sometimes using automated means, buyers
inquired about quality, and deals were struck. Zhuge et al. performed an extensive study of the
Chinese underground web in 2008.19
We also know about these markets from journalists. The inestimable Brian Krebs has documented
card shops, like the Rescator shop, run by a single seller or group of sellers who offer cards in a
Web 2.0 e-commerce experience. The checkout system automatically checked in real-time that
cards were still working.
Franklin et al. observed that selling on forums and IRC channels requires being “verified”. FBI
agent Keith Mularski described the verification process to NPR reporter Zoe Chace: “In order to
sell products on the site, you need to be reviewed. So if I was going to sell credit cards, what I
would have to do is provide a sample of 50 cards to each reviewer. Then they would test them out
and then write a review back, and say, ‘XYZ provided me 50 cards and there was a good mix of
classics and platinum and business cards, and there was a 98 percent approval rating. So now I
17
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vouch for him to be a vendor on the site.’” Thus, providing quality goods is necessary to become
a seller on a site.
Thomas and Martin observed channels dedicated to naming and excluding sellers who sold bad
cards. Quality control is necessary to maintain status for selling on a site as well. All of the
observed behaviors above point to sellers needing to perform quality control on their goods.

Pricing of Stolen Credit Cards
Reported prices for stolen credit cards have varied over time. In 2008 Symantec reported prices
for credit card numbers between $0.50 and $12. More recently in late 2013 Dell SecureWorks
wrote that Visa and MasterCard prices were $4 for US cards but as high as $15 for European
cards. Krebs documented cards selling between $26 and $48 immediately following the Target
breach that dropped to between $8 and $28 by February.20
What we know about prices is a lot of what we know we do not know. To begin with, the
methodologies of studies like Symantec21 and Dell SecureWorks22 are often opaque or not
disclosed at all. Their work is not repeatable or falsifiable, but it is taken at face value in multiple
academic works. We also have very little visibility into prices within vertically integrated firms,
or how prices change over time.

Stale Cards
Sellers of cards have a powerful incentive to sell cards as quickly as possible: the longer they
hold onto a batch, the more cards within it are cancelled. Krebs documented the declining valid
rate of bases (criminal terminology for batches) of cards from the Target breach.

Figure 2. Valid rate decline for cards stolen in Target breach
We term this effect “going stale” and it is not limited to the Target breach: Krebs documented it
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as well for a previous breach of Harbor Freight.23

Figure 3. Valid rate reduction over time for Harbor Freight card base
Staleness is a result of several mechanisms. Issuing banks may aggressively pursue common
point of purchase analysis to cut fraud before cards are cashed-out. Consumers may choose to
cancel cards proactively to trade one hassle-factor for another. Staleness is a problem for cards
sold inside of vertically integrated firms as well: they are subject to the same exogenous factors as
card shops. Staleness affects bases in the aggregate: without testing the sellers of stolen payment
card data have no insight as to which cards are still valid.

Refining—The Critical Link
We argue that pre-sale testing is a necessary step in the value extraction process though one that
has had less discussion in papers on this ecosystem so far. It is a step hard to document from
previous methodologies: testing of cards happens before the advertising and negotiation that can
be readily observed in IRC channels.

This testing can be termed “refining”, and we define it to be any automated process used at
scale to separate working sets of payment card data. Payment card data can come from
breaches of merchant point of sale systems like Target, web attacks on payment processors
like Heartland Payment Systems, malware like Zeus that grabs forms as users submit to
websites, phishing schemes, or real-world perfidy. This refining step allows the seller to
differentiate their cards in terms of a quality signal.
Data from any of these sources can be incomplete, messy, or contain errors as simple as a flipped
bit. Criminals selling cards do not necessarily know which are good: testing is necessary not only
to sort out cancelled cards, but also to refine cards from key logging Trojans like Zeus. Even for
card details that are captured accurately, criminals must face the exogenous staleness factors
described above.
23
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To test cards, sellers use botnets to automatically make small-value transactions on high-volume
websites. By making a small purchase on a popular website, the sellers avoid tripping velocity
and anomaly-based fraud detection systems. Netflix processes tens of thousands of new users
each day,24 making each sign-up nearly suspicionless to issuing banks.
Some have claimed that scammers make use of charities to test cards, including security firm
Symantec.25 The idea seems reasonable: Red Cross and other non-profits probably spend less on
securing their websites and simply accept fraud as a cost of business. However, several factors
work against this idea being a likely methodology. For one, charities and small businesses process
significantly smaller volumes of data. Anomalous spikes in their volume will alert their teams as
well as the card networks and banks. The scammers themselves seem to have some moral qualms
against it as well. One self-identified former carder said in a Reddit AMA, “DO NOT DO THIS!
…Donating to a charity with a stolen card will cost the charity money in chargeback fees.”26
Criminals selling stolen cards use testing to the point that its marginal cost is equal to its marginal
benefit. The marginal benefit of testing cards is an increase in the price that sellers can get for
their cards.
Like other parts of the underground economy, testing is available as a service. We visited
http://www.ccchecker.ru/, and registered an account. The site claims to test sets of information
against AVS and CVV2 in batches starting as small as 100 or as large as 2000. Naturally, there is
a discount for volume, and payment is accepted in bitcoins. Fraud services have been
consumerized.
Automation is a necessary part of this process. If the attacker worked by hand testing two cards a
minute, he would have to work 83 hours to test a batch of 10,000 cards, which is an order of
magnitude smaller than the batch sizes observed on the Rescator shop. However, with a rented
1000 node botnet and knowledge of 10 sites that process transactions with low risk to having the
cards then flagged as stolen, the seller could test 10,000 in moments. If the seller wants to test
cards in real-time pre-purchase, like the Rescator shop does, automation is certainly required.
Unlike many click-farm operations like advertising fraud or Facebook “Likes” fraud, testing
cards does not lend itself to being outsourced. Just as it is easier to use sweatshop labor to
manufacture fake Gucci handbags than it is to use sweatshop labor to counterfeit $100 bills, we
suspect a click-farm operator would have a hard time not seeing issues of theft with a humanpowered testing operation.

Operational Efficiency in Disrupting Market for Stolen Credit Cards
Our proposed intervention is motivated by seeking economies of scale through operational
efficiency against the harms of credit card fraud. Previous attempts to reduce credit card fraud
focused on disrupting the marketplaces, which have been met with, at best, only short term
24
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success.27 Rather than fight an iterative battle against entrepreneurs looking to exchange goods on
an Internet with unlimited dark corners, our proposed intervention interrupts the value-extraction
process for all sellers of stolen cards.
Scale is critical in dealing with highly automated crime. With botnets, for example, cleaning up
infected endpoints has been relatively unsuccessful. The most successful efforts against botnets
have been economy-of-scale focused efforts to takedown command and control servers. One of
the largest impacts on spam volume was not blacklisting of sending email addresses, but
coordinated efforts to de-peer a single ISP: McColo.28 Other efficiency gains rely on raising the
cost to the attacker, or lowering the costs to the defender.
This section will consider several ways to reduce the harms of stolen credit cards. We will
consider the status quo of issuing bank fraud detection, then two approaches to disrupting
marketplaces with “anti-reputation” attacks. We then argue that targeting the automated services
critical to large-scale crime is the optimal path.

Bank Cancellation
Issuing banks engage in fraud scoring to prevent fraudulent use of their cards. These scores are
based on real-time transaction information and statistical modelling of normal card
use.29 Some vendors offer velocity-based detection, or how often a card is used.30 Protecting
against fraud by velocity or anomaly detection is akin to mopping up after blood has splattered. It
is inherently reactive and uses defrauded merchants as the petri dish for detection.
The other major fraud detection and remediation technique is known as common point of
purchase analysis. When an issuing institution begins to cancel cards for tripping velocity
detection, or consumers report fraud, the bank can analyze the purchasing histories of the affected
cards. Common point of purchase (CPP) analysis is less useful for institutions with smaller
visibility into the overall ecosystem, and can potentially lead to false positives when the affected
merchant is large enough.31 CPP analysis allows banks to figure where the horse left the barn, and
may inform which other horses also are missing, but like velocity measures, CPP analysis relies
on some amount of fraud occurring before harm reduction can begin.

Anti-Reputation
Two attacks have been proposed against the forum and IRC marketplaces for stolen credit cards,
Sybil and Slander attacks.32, 33 These attacks are analogous to law enforcement efforts to arrest
forum operators: the efforts poison marketplaces, rather than the market. As with the markets for
27
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drugs, this leads to a balloon effect: stamp out coca production in Colombia and more grows in
Peru.34, 35 When alleged Silk Road operator Ross Ulbricht was arrested, multiple Silk Road
replacements sprung up.36
In Sybil attacks, an organization creates accounts in marketplaces for stolen credentials, gets the
accounts verified, and then reneges on a number of deals. This attack is proposed to have the
impact of disrupting the market by undermining buyer trust in verified sellers. Franklin et al.
suggest this could be a way to “lemonize” the markets.
In Slander attacks, an actor creates many seller accounts in a marketplace. Those buyer accounts
claim that sellers did not deliver goods even if the seller had. This attack is expected to undermine
trust in the ability of forum admins to vet sellers, and decrease the value of a verified “nick”.
As marketplace focused interventions, there are some limitations. Slander attacks could be
effective against card shops, but Sybil attacks would not work against these. Sybil and Slander
attacks are also not likely to be effective against vertically integrated firms. Herley and Florencio
note that criminals already do these things of their own accord and have yet to break the market.
Finally, none of the proposals address which actors in the payment card ecosystem would pay for
this intervention. While it is an intervention that benefits everybody, it is unclear who receives the
most benefit, and how those costs could be shared.

Anti-Automation
To reduce the incidence of harms to merchants from stolen credit cards, we propose that
merchants deploy anti-automation technology on websites that accept credit cards. Antiautomation technology has the potential to fully prevent pre-sale refining, or raise the costs of
pre-sale refining above its marginal benefits.
Longer test periods will also force criminals to sell in smaller batches, or to sell in batches with
less than complete pre-sale testing. Buyers will have less confidence that each card is tested, or
they will have to accept that by the time they cash-out the cards, only five of ten cards may still
be working.

Impact of Anti-Automation
Implementing sufficient anti-automation for websites would protect merchants against refining
behavior. As we argued in the previous section, going from an automated regime to manual
testing raises the cost per card by a significant margin, and breaks the scale at which both
individuals and organized rackets can operate.
This change is notable not that it dramatically increases the monetary cost of testing cards, but
also by the time the seller has finished testing the batch of 10,000 cards, the results of his earliest
tests are less reliable. This impact affects sellers of credit cards in all levels of the underground
economy: from IRC and forums to card shops to integrated gangs. It is marketplace independent:
34
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defenders need not repeat their efforts each time a new marketplace springs up.
Whether anti-automation will fundamentally break the markets remains to be seen. We do expect
it to have, at a minimum, an impact on the price of cards. By reducing the valid rate, and
eliminating the validity of estimates of the valid rate, prices will trend down as buyers’
confidence is reduced.
One possible attacker evolution would be the creation of fake merchant accounts with acquiring
institutions. In this case, the cost of chargeback fees are internalized by the bank responsible for
enabling the fraud in the first place. As an actor with knowledge of what legitimate merchants
look like, acquiring banks are well suited to identifying and stopping this evolution.

Techniques in Anti-Automation
If anti-automation would have positive effects in theory, can it be accomplished in practice? A
number of techniques have been developed since the late 1990s to limit unwanted automation of
websites. These tools were not designed to prevent automated card use, but rather distinguish
between legitimate, intended use of websites, and abuse of website functionality for unwanted
automated behavior, such as spam. They are suited to preventing card use because the techniques
used in card fraud, particularly in the refining step, rely on websites operating properly. That is,
anti-automation techniques are not designed to prevent use of vulnerabilities: merchants cannot
patch away an exploit when the “exploit” is accepting cards, which it must do to complete orders.
The following techniques are provided as examples of how anti-automation might be
accomplished and a qualitative analysis of the pros and cons of each approach. A quantitative
return-on-investment analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.
-Turing Test: CAPTCHAs have been widely deployed on the web to reduce automated
interactions.37 While many basic CAPTCHA models have been defeated through computer vision
advances and distributed human labor, advances continue to more complex semantic problems,
like selecting cat photos,38 and playing games.39
Projects like reCAPTCHA make it easy for site operators to implement a robust, scaleable, and
well-maintained anti-automation solution for free.40 Commercial operations selling CAPTCHAs
exist as well: Ticketmaster was, at time of writing, using CAPTCHAs provided by Solve Media
to protect their checkout process.41 The major downside to CAPTCHAs in e-commerce are user
friction and accessibility concerns.
The W3C has been commenting on accessibility issues with CAPTCHAs for nearly a decade
now, and issues around accessibility only get worse as CAPTCHAs are made “harder”.42 In
37
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addition to the impact on the visually impaired, CAPTCHAs generally annoy and inconvenience
users, hurting brand reputation of organizations. If faced with challenges each time, users are
likely to shop elsewhere. Organizations deploying CAPTCHAs will have to ensure that the
benefits of reduced fraud costs outweigh the impact on users.
-Reputation: Reputation methods are based on historic patterns of activity from an endpoint. The
central challenges are to establish a sticky and unique identity for an endpoint, and to establish
whether or not an action taken by it was malicious. Common approaches to the first problem use
characteristics like IP address, cookies, and fingerprinting.43 Solving the second problem requires
some amount of heuristics, and in many cases may be application specific, requiring the defender
to learn what “normal” behavior looks like before protection can take place. A reputation service
has the potential to be effective, but risks denying transactions through false positives when many
users are routed through a Network Address Translation (NAT), as they may be at a university.
From the business model perspective, merchants could subscribe to reputation services to protect
against fraud in a business model very similar to how they may currently subscribe to AVS and
other card network provided fraud scoring services.44 Having a familiar fraud scoring service to
plug into their existing anti-fraud solution places the financial and administrative burden of antiautomation on a team familiar with the ecosystem.
-JavaScript Proof of Work (PoW): Web operators can require visitors to solve proof-of-work
problems to make requests. This requirement increases the time that requests take to generate,
thus slowing an automated attacker. Unfortunately, PoW is difficult with a heterogeneous user
population and a distributed attacker.45 Some have argued PoW is more effective when rolled
together with Reputation systems.46
PoW work may not be the best approach, but it has the benefit of being relatively simple for a
fraud team to implement. If verification is handled by a simple web server plugin, the PoW
system can automatically drop requests submitted without any administrative burden on fraud or
incident response teams.
-Real-Time Polymorphism (RTP): Recently polymorphic web content has been proposed as
general purpose anti-automation. By rewriting web pages for each page served, web operators can
prevent scripted interaction.47 Similar to address space layout randomization (ASLR) for host
defense, real-time polymorphism could break the ability of attackers to know where to interact
with a web page. Just as buffer overflows may remain in an ASLR-protected world, the means to
exploit them, predictable memory locations, are taken away in RTP websites by removing
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predictable mappings between HTML names and values. Because RTP requires no judgements
about user activity, it has no potential for false positives.
This last approach differs from others in that it does not seek to detect or profile attacker
behavior: the effort is to deflect automation by making it algorithmically difficult or impossible.
This kind of technology could be purchased or built by hand for a particular application. Other
projects, like the OWASP AppSensor have looked at web apps that are designed to defend
themselves.48 Changes to HTML to replace static references must be made across related
Cascading Style Sheets and any JavaScript to avoid breaking application functionality. Making
changes to web pages on the fly is difficult: it may be easier to build this kind of defense into the
web applications themselves.
RTP is by far the most technically challenging of these approaches. An operation as complex as
modifying entire sets of web content would most likely require cooperation across different teams
within an organization. From an implementation perspective RTP may be a non-starter. From a
strict “best security” point of view, however, it may be the best choice against automated attacks.
Finally, merchants could shift to using third-party payment processing services. Services, like
Stripe,49 provide JavaScript based forms to collect, process, and manage credit and debit card
payments. By serving as payment processor to thousands of small websites, such services can
build in anti-automation technology and use it with all of their customers.
Choosing an anti-automation solution that is right for a firm will be function of many factors,
from organizational design (how much authority does the fraud team have to install new
technology) to budget (free reCAPTCHA use vs. yearly reputation service subscription vs. realtime polymorphism hardware) to concerns over user friction and false positive rates (high impact
of CAPTCHAs to zero false positives of RTP).

Externalities
Underlying the field of security economics is the notion that we can arrive at better public policy
by re-aligning market forces to correct externalities. This discussion of credit card fraud helps us
identify two glaring externalities. The first, more evident, is the misalignment between the issuing
banks’ cancellation decisions and the Internet, mail order, or telephone order (IMOTO)
merchant’s exposure to fraudulent purchases. More subtly, the above discussion of carder
“refining” helps us understand a split in capacity and responsibility between different types of
merchants in the fraud ecosystem. This section details these externalities, and proposes a solution
to address them.
For the relationship between the issuing bank and the merchant, recall from the previous section,
“Overview of Card Fraud” that an IMOTO merchant largely bears the responsibility for card-notpresent fraud. In most cases, the merchant is left holding the bag for fraud that has been identified
after-the-fact as fraudulent. This is seen as the cost of doing business, but it is also something the
merchant has little control over. It is not a completely exploitative relationship, of course. The
market functions because the merchant can make some decisions about what kind of transaction
to accept or reject, and when to demand more information that might lessen the likelihood of
fraud.
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We can compare this to the dynamics of fraudulent card-present transactions. In this case, the
issuers bear the costs of fraud following a properly authorized transaction, paying the aquiring
bank and merchant out of pocket. This also presents an externality if the merchant does not
internalize the costs of fraud, but the banks are not helpless. Since they bear the brunt of the
responsibility, issuing banks monitor merchan behavior, charging penalties to those responsible
for too many chargebacks. The merchant is in a position to detect egregious fraud behavior, and
try to mitigate it. For example, a store can also ask for photo ID, a mild form of biometric
authentication, that either limits fraud options or raises the cost of bulk value extraction. More
generally, merchants must optimize between allowing fraudulent transactions through (a type II
error, or false negative) and preventing a legitimate transaction (a type I error, or a lost sale and
an irked customer). In the status quo, the merchant must make this decision alone.
Do payment card accepting merchants have the support they need to best make this decision?
Some basic solutions have been proposed, but are seen as failures. Chip and PIN protection
makes card-present fraud hard, although not impossible (see the next section), and additional data
demands from the merchant or payment companies have been shown to either be expensive,
onerous to customers, or ineffective.50 Since they do not have any direct determination to cross
correlate multiple purchases on a single card to identify either a “refining” purchase or a value
extraction purpose, they must look at the transactions themselves.
There are some efficiencies for placing the transaction rejection decision in the hands of the
merchant. They have the ability to determine their preference over the costs of false positives and
false negatives, and can set their risk level accordingly. But they still suffer from lack of data, and
need more defense-in-depth. Anti-automation tools allow the merchants to mitigate some of the
risks from automated purchase fraud, and avoid the costs of chargebacks, which are around $25
per transaction. Recall that chargebacks result in fees, which can grow high over time if a
merchant is a frequent victim. Reducing chargeback fees will help all merchants.
It is important to remember that there are really two types of merchants in the refined-card model:
the refining merchant and the cash-out merchant. The cash-out merchants bear a much greater
absolute risk, since they have the most value at stake. IMOTO cash-out merchants and the issuing
banks held responsible for card-present fraud need some mechanism to encourage refining
merchants to adopt anti-automation technology. There is an information asymmetry, since the
refining merchants have no direct visibility that their own victimization is imposing an even
higher cost on others. The cash-out victim also has no view of the upstream role played by the
refining merchant.
As such, it is not hard to see that adoption of anti-automation technology by frequently-targeted
refining merchants could help address this negative externality. The refining merchant gains some
benefits, but may not have the necessary incentives to invest to a point that could optimally
protect the cash-out merchant. The latter has no direct mechanism to identify the former for an
efficient side payment. How can we tinker with the market structure to promote efficient
investment?

Regulatory Mandate
If we deem this issue to be of great enough importance, we might imagine government regulation
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as a solution. After all, financial regulators intervene in a host of matters about the roles and
responsibilities in payment cards. If there was concrete evidence that this issue was large enough
to merit regulatory attention, how might the government intervene? A regulator could require
organizations who process a certain number of transactions that are deemed fraudulent to
implement effective protections such as those described above, taking into account potential
efficacy. The FTC’s Red Flags model might be an appropriate model here, since credit card fraud
is one of the warning signals of identity fraud these rules address. This also has the benefit of
allowing the red flag to correlate with direct losses to the firm in question from chargebacks and
compliance costs. On the other hand, this approach does not directly address the question of
information asymmetry, since this approach only addresses merchant-detected fraud, not those
that occur upstream. A stronger regulation might be more effective at pre-emptive detection, but
would require targeting multiple parties and forcing cooperation into what has often been a
competitive, zero-sum relationship. We should note that regulation is probably unlikely, for
several reasons. This issue has not emerged as demanding Washington’s attention, posing neither
a large enough problem nor one immediately affecting consumers, two factors that drive
regulatory attention. In general, any regulation that attempts to impose a technology-specific
solution in a dynamic environment has poor odds of succeeding, particularly when the adversary
has demonstrated the ability to adapt at a pace that far exceeds regulatory response.

Liability
If refining merchants bear costs that are less than the fees and hassles of their bulk, low level
fraud, then perhaps the cash-out firms that bear higher costs later on could force accountability
through liability. If the existing statutes cannot support judicial expansion of tort in this case, the
government may have to step in and explicitly impose this legal relationship. Determining the
exact nature of liability, and the standards necessary to avoid such legal exposure has proven
extremely difficult in other areas of cybersecurity policy, such as individual responsibility for
unsecured machines, or accountability for buggy software. If we can surmount this issue through
appropriate standards of due care, how might liability promote information sharing? Beyond data
from their own payment systems, merchants might need information about patterns of fraud that
impact others. Which accounts have been involved in breaches? What other suspicious activity
has been observed? This information is in the hands of the card networks and issuing banks. If
merchants have a financial interest in this view to protect themselves, they might be willing to
pay for it. This could thus create a market for credit card fraud behavior data. The networks and
banks would have to collect financial information, and package this data to be useful to
merchants, priced low enough to be attractive enough to be easily integrated into merchant
systems. This assumes that the merchants themselves have a strong enough financial incentive to
have a sophisticated fraud detection system. This assumption cuts both ways, however. While
sophisticated, well-endowed merchants can implement such a system, many merchants that
depend on credit card sales use pre-baked systems built for scale rather than merchant-specific
demands, or lack the resources to implement such a data-intensive fraud system.

Cross Subsidies
How can smaller refining merchants help mitigate this risk without being priced out of the
payment card industry? We have three parties: 1) acquiring banks with vertical and horizontal
information on card use behavior that might be used to detect fraud, 2) cash-out merchants who
are greatly harmed by the larger, targeted fraud, and 3) refining merchants who bear some costs
of fraud, and high costs of detection. Can the cash-out merchants align to subsidize the process
of information sharing and technical investment? If cash-out merchants can both understand their
victimization, as well as the dynamic nature of their internal defenses, they may have an
incentive. What is left is a collective action problem—how can they work together. The payment
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card networks have mastered the art of cooperation under the PCI model, but the merchants may
be a diffuse group. The networks and banks might have the necessary data to identify a shared
body, and use their role as an intermediary to help address some of the coordination costs. Why
would they do this? In the final section, we outline a political dimension that highlights the value
of market players demonstrating their value as good faith actors in a competitive space.

The Political Landscape
Crisis and media attention often drive public policy. This can lead to action, even when the best
path forward has not been determined. This is true in government, but also true in the boardroom
and even in technical standards organizations. The attention paid in the United States to the recent
breaches of Target and Neiman Marcus pose such a risk. Both the House of Representatives and
the Senate held hearings in February 2014, and many solutions were discussed. Was it time for
the United States to finally adopt the chip and PIN model? Do we need to mandate stronger
defenses for those holding valuable consumer data? Would shifting data breach legislation from a
state issue to a national issue change anything? Even those arguing against any increase of the
role of government seemed to be hinting at broader policy development: Rep. Marsha Blackburn,
co-chair of the House Privacy Working Group, called for taking “the rules on the books for the
physical space and apply them to the virtual space to encourage commerce.”
The issue is critical for public policy, because a lot of money is at stake. Credit cards are big
business. The fees charged just for using them at a point of sale total over $30 billion annually in
the United States alone.51 The question of how to deal with consumer fraud is more than a
political dimension to a cybercrime problem. More than the cost of fraud, the debate is about the
cost of solutions. Who will pay? Who will bear legal liability? Any deviation from the status quo
or chance to change the existing equation will be engaged eagerly, and it is critical to have a clear
understanding of the costs and benefits. Not only are many of the solutions discussed following
2013’s high profile breaches expensive, many of them will not work.
One of the most popularly discussed solutions to the theft and misuse of credit card data is the
implementation of smart cards and readers, the “chip and PIN” option. The cryptographically
protected chip embedded in a credit card makes counterfeiting cards from stolen data much more
expensive, and an ideally-implemented sales system would not involve any valuable stored data
that could be stolen and misused. Chip and PIN has been called for frequently in the wake of the
Target breach.
Unfortunately, chip and PIN is far from a perfect solution. First, it only protects transactions at a
compliant point of sale. When this technology was implemented in the United Kingdom, fraud
simply shifted to card-not-present venues and transactions outside the area of implementation.
Fraud ultimately grew above pre-chip and PIN levels. It is also far from invincible. Researchers
have demonstrated that an attacker can use a stolen card without a PIN,52 and skim details with a
corrupted reader.53 Attempts to introduce technology to support chipped transactions at home
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have also been less than successful.54
Other policy options to address the risk of breaches and fraud may not be any more successful.
One industry group representing financial institutions called for new legislation requiring “any
entity responsible for the storage of consumer data to meet standards similar to those imposed on
financial institutions under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act.”55 While better data security is a
laudable goal, national data protection standards are an enormous step, given the absence of, say,
similar standards to protect the operation of critical infrastructure information systems.
Since this call came from an industry group, it highlights the fact that the battle lines are drawn. If
we look at information security as a zero-sum game, where responsibility and liability will be
pushed onto one party or another, then this political debate over security will become a bloody
battle. The retailers have geared up, taking out public ad campaigns in the airports and subways
of Washington, D.C. It is not a question of political values, either. In a regulatory debate over
debit cards, both sides spent millions on lobbyists, and had strong partisans on both sides of the
aisle.
From a public policy perspective, how can we move towards an important and popular goal—
better security and less fear of fraud—without the rancor, expense, and misleading rhetoric that
accompanies acrimonious battles? The consumer protection policies, for example, have pushed
the investment in fraud detection. Cambridge University’s Ross Anderson has been vocal in
highlighting how misplaced liability leads to underinvestment in security. This paper has argued
that small interventions can drive functional market-based solutions.

Limitations and Future Work
This paper argues that refining is a critical step in the value-extraction process of credit card
fraud, and that anti-automation technology can be a key tool against this, mitigating fraud overall
as long as the necessary incentives are in place to promote its deployment. We acknowledge that
there are two broad counters against this argument. First, the technology and economic
mechanisms to promote its deployment may not actually work to stop the refining step.
Alternatively, one might argue that even a successful elimination of the refining step would not
have a tangible impact on the sale and use of stolen card credentials. These arguments serve to
highlight the complexity and interactive dependencies of the cyber fraud space, and motivate
more research questions, with the potential for data to further clarify these issues.
Why would this technology not halt the practice of refining? If they could not do it automatically,
carders may switch to a manual system, exploiting cheap labor around the world in ‘click farms’
such as those seen countering CAPTCHAs and other security mechanisms. This is a much worse
option for carders, and not just because of the increased cost. Manual refining could increase the
costs of the refining step by several orders of magnitude, but it still could be cost-effective to
spend that money to deliver a better product. Human power lacks the timeliness of an automatic
check, meaning that vendors and buyers could not do this in real time to verify the quality of
goods at the marketplace, a hurdle to trust. Moreover, the manpower itself may not be as
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trustworthy. There’s a difference between trusting factory workers to make knock-off Gucci
handbags, versus counterfeiting $100 bills, or anything with significant value. Similarly, click
fraud requires less trust than sending one's hard-won credit card numbers to an unknown network
of anonymous, poorly paid workers. Empirically, further work on the actual mechanism of cyber
sweatshops could help decide this question, as well as a better model of the precise value of
timely checking in the marketplace.
Alternatively, the attackers could simply adapt by going after different merchants, out of the
millions that process credit cards online. Yet attackers can’t target just anyone. There is some cost
in scripting an attack against a new interface, and they really want to hide refining tests with
merchants who process a large number of transactions. We have begun discussions with several
entities that might offer insight into the distribution of transactions of different sizes, which could
be used to build a threshold model of how to hide in such traffic.
A truly adaptive attacker might find some way to defeat the anti-automation tools technically.
The question is which security technologies to prevent unwanted automation allow attackers to
evolve most quickly, and which ones best allow for defender evolution? In the past, defenders
have relied on finding "hard problems", as Luis Von Ahn titled the seminal computer science
paper on CAPTCHAs. Unfortunately, computers have gotten faster and attackers have gotten
smarter. Defense techniques that rely on hard problems have naturally limited lifetimes. Attackers
can respond by working out what signals are being measured, or how the signals are being
measured. For example, detection based on rate limits works until the attackers stay under the
limit, or until the limit gets so low as to cause false positives. Attacker evolution is one reason
that investing in real-time polymorphic (RTP) techniques may be the correct choice for defenders.
RTP techniques take away the ability of an automated attacker to interact with a website at all:
without the hooks of known HTML parameters, attackers have nowhere to enter their credit card
numbers. Furthermore, a service provider who implementspolymorphism-as-a-service could
centralize R&D costs to stay ahead of any attacker evolution. Additionally, an anti-automation
solution could work in a "pass mode" that allows transactions to go through while flagging those
computers as fraudulent actors. Combined with robust computer fingerprinting, this could allow a
business model where anti-automation is provided for free. CNP merchants could subscribe for
endpoint reputation and issuing banks could subscribe to know which cards to cancel.”
The techniques above may be successful at denying fraudsters a more efficient market by a
refined card product, but still have minimal impact on the carding ecosystem itself. An unrefined
card is still worth something but, as we describe above, anecdotal evidence suggests that it is
worth much, much less, up to an order of magnitude or more. This will reduce supply but, we
must acknowledge, offer temptations for new players to potentially enter the market on the
demand side. At first, these will not be as sophisticated, but they may improve. Similarly, it will
further reinforce an existing trend for vertical integration, but those organizations also derive
value from a pre-cashout refining step, so their expected value will also decline.
Future work could build out the model from the carding side further down the supply chain. What
is the cost of a rejected attempt to cash out a cancelled card? If the defenders at high-value targets
can identify and track attacker identifying information, such as IP or machine fingerprinting, it
can make value extraction much harder. Data-wise, we have had several discussions attempting to
understand the relationship between card cancellation and fraudulent use. Of blocks that are
stolen, what fraction were (fraudulently) used when still working and what fraction had been
cancelled?
There is a final risk of introducing a new perverse incentive. If refining and cash-out merchants
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succeed in working together, and genuinely reduce the expected gains of CNP fraud, those who
trade in stolen accounts may seek other venues to extract value. This may increase the
attractiveness of card-present fraud, via counterfeit cards. As we note above, the acquiring banks
bear substantial liability from counterfeit carding operations. If they anticipate a major shift in
this direction, then the acquiring banks may be less willing to cooperate with online merchants for
fear of bringing the problem into their own house. Fortunately, chip-and-pin defense will mitigate
the long-term threat of counterfeit cards, so the economic calculation should stay focused on the
CNP issue.

Conclusions
Security in the financial sector is a risk calculation, but we need to align incentives properly. We
have to acknowledge that security is “part of a balanced breakfast” with no single solution. But
steps forward should reflect the dangers of card-not-present fraud and the growing mobile and
online payment markets.
Payment card fraud is a large and growing problem. Consumer protection laws have shielded the
average user and preserved a critical commercial tool, but the costs fall on other actors. For cardpresent fraud, the issuing banks bear this cost, and have some means of controlling these costs
through contracts and rules governing their relationships with merchants. For card-not-present
fraud, the brunt of the pain from fraud falls on the online merchants. In both cases, the banks and
merchants have a strong market incentive to reduce successful fraud attempts based on stolen
card data. Anything that credibly and affordably reduces the value of this card data would thus be
of interest to both card issuers and, perhaps even more importantly, online merchants.
The focus advocated in this paper is to target a small aspect of the carding ecosystem, but one that
will cripple most of the criminal models that have been explored in previous literature. We
presented several approaches that existing payment card industry actors might consider for
disrupting the market for stolen credit cards. Of these, anti-automation technology appears to
offer the greatest chance of success. At the moment, however,there are insufficient incentives for
investment in this technology. We present several potential mechanisms to realign incentives for
socially efficient investment, and analyze them in a political as well as economic context. Further
empirical work is needed to more precisely characterize the impact and damages of the carder
refining before any regulatory action should be considered.
Following the tenets of security economics, we advocate investments which make it harder to
extract value, while empowering the defenders. Moreover, empowering merchants through novel
collaborative relationships to prevent automated card usage will create local benefits by reducing
their own fraud costs, driving the diffusion curve for early adopters. Criminals will continue to
adapt and find new tactics, but anti-automation models will continue to be useful as both attackers
and defenders evolve.
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Appendix: Payment Card Processing
We included this appendix to help readers understand the different actors involved, the two kinds
of payment card transactions, how information flows for a transaction, and who ends up holding
the bag for a fraudulent transaction. Fee structures for ordinary transactions, rewards programs,
branding and marketing etc. are not germane to this paper, and so are not discussed.

Payment Card Actors
The simplest model of the payment card ecosystem has five actors: Cardholders, Issuing Banks,
Card Networks, Merchants, and Acquiring Banks.
-Cardholders: Cardholders are consumers to whom credit is issued. Vetted by the Issuing Bank to
be creditworthy. Cardholders make purchases using their cards and settle their debts periodically
with their Issuing Bank. Cardholders initiate transaction authorization by presenting their cards to
merchants or by providing their card information (card number, expiration date, CVV2).
Responsible for noticing fraudulent charges on statements. Not liable for fraudulent charges
under most consumer protection laws, subject to certain time limits and caveats.
-Issuing Banks: Issuing Banks are institutions that issue credit to consumers. Responsible for
vetting their customers, and are liable for debts that consumers are unable to pay. Issuing Banks
confirm in real-time that cardholders have credit remaining, and provide authorization for
transactions. Settle with consumers at end of billing cycles. Responsible for detecting card fraud,
cancelling those cards, and rolling back fraudulent transactions. One of the early and popular
fraud detection technologies was Fair Isaac Falcon. Issuing Banks are not liable for card-not
present-fraud.
-Card Networks: Card Networks, like Visa and MasterCard, are responsible for providing the
technology that interconnects Merchants, Acquiring Banks, and Issuing Banks. There are some
situations where Card Networks also fulfill the role of Acquiring Bank and Payment Processor,
but in most cases Card Networks are facilitators of transactions. The information that flows from
a Merchant’s Acquiring Bank to an Issuing Bank includes the Merchant ID, Merchant Category,
Merchant ZIP code, Acquiring Network, and Transaction amount. Issuing Banks can also
subscribe to fraud scoring services provided by the Card Network. All of this information can be
used in real-time to make an authorization decision, or to flag the transaction as potentially
fraudulent and escalate to support teams.
-Merchants: Merchants are businesses who accept credit cards as payment for goods or services.
They maintain the technology to process credit cards, whether that is swipe machines or websites,
and keep a merchant account with an Acquiring Bank. Merchants are liable for fraudulent
purchases, and pay penalties for transactions that Cardholders or Issuing Banks reverse.
-Acquiring Banks: Acquiring Banks work with Merchants to settle transactions debits and credits.
Sometimes an intermediary known as a Payment Processor sits between Merchants and Acquiring
Banks to provide protection against the risk that the Merchant defaults, or has so many
chargebacks the Card Network closes the account. There is the interesting case that when the
Acquiring Bank is the same as the Issuing Bank, chargeback resolution occurs in-house. The nonadversarial nature of this situation leads to lower chargeback costs for the bank and the merchant.
Merchants therefore have an incentive to work with Acquiring Banks who are also large Issuing
Banks.
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Transactions
There are two types of payment card transactions: card-present and card-not-present. Cardpresent (CP) transactions can be conducted by electronically reading the magnetic stripe, by
manually entering the card numbers, or by physically taking an imprint of the card. The
transaction is finalized by collecting the cardholder’s signature either on the receipt or on an
electronic terminal.
Card-not-present (CNP) transactions are not new to the Internet, having been a fixture of catalog
and phone ordering for decades. In these transactions, cardholders share their payment
information with the merchant without handing the merchant the card or providing a signature.
The remainder of this appendix will focus on CNP transactions
We present below an archetypical CNP transaction flow. This model is somewhat simplified, and
shows only one possible workflow for a payment card transaction; there are a number of other
transaction processing schemes including pre-authorization, or delayed settlement. It also

Figure 4. Payment flow for card-not-present transactions

Fraud Liability
Given that consumers cannot be held liable in the United States for fraudulent purchases made
with their cards, some party in the remaining set of Issuing Banks, Acquiring Banks, and
Merchant Banks ends up liable for the loss.
A chargeback is the mechanism by which an Issuing Bank reverses a transaction. Figure 1 shows
a diagram of the typical workflow. The Issuing Bank tells the Acquiring Bank it is reversing a
particular transaction. The Acquiring Bank debits the amount of money from the Merchant
Account and credits the Issuing Bank and charges the Merchant a fee.
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For the Merchant, this means that a fraudulent transaction not only has the cost of the goods or
services provided to the fraudulent party, they also have to pay the chargeback fee. These fees
vary depending on the processor, $15 for recent entrant Stripe, $20 for Internet stalwart PayPal,
and escalating depending on the fraction of transactions reversed for others. Too high a percent of
chargebacks and Merchants can see their Merchant Accounts closed. The defrauded Merchant is
also out the original transaction fees.
Naturally Merchants take some steps to detect and prevent fraud. Card-Not-Present Merchants
who deliver physical goods can maintain blacklists of addresses previously shipped to for fraud.
One former CTO of a fashion catalog retailer said this was the single most effective measure in
his fraud prevention arsenal. A decidedly low-tech solution, blacklisting addresses relied on the
difficulty of scaling physical addresses.

Card Cancellation
Issuing Banks can cancel payment cards that are stolen. The cancellation decision rests with the
Issuing Bank or the Cardholder. Issuing Banks create fraud scores on a number of factors, some
of which are kept as trade secrets, others of which are obvious. Factors like velocity of
purchasing, size of purchases, geography of purchases come into play as do others. Issuing
Institutions can also subscribe to Card Network fraud scoring services.
Threat intelligence services purport to provide useful credit card scoring to Issuing Banks by
monitoring the card fraud forums and IRC channels. This approach makes sense in some cases:
Franklin et al. found over 100,000 unique credit card numbers in the IRC logs they examined.
However, the majority of cards available for sale cannot be posted publicly: once posted in its
entirety the seller cannot demand compensation for the card. These services are therefore likely
identifying only cards that have already been drained, and therefore identifying the card to the
Issuing Bank provides little additional value for the Bank.
The factor regarding card cancellation that is most relevant for criminals is whether the Issuing
Banks are able and choose to correlate card cancellation decisions. This factor varies from bank
to bank. Some banks may choose to be extremely proactive in cancelling and reissuing cards,
while other banks may wait for a specific card to be used for fraud before cancelling it.
Ultimately Issuing Banks are able to recover the costs of fraud from Acquiring Banks and
Merchants. Merchants are on the hook for fraud, and chargeback fees cover the costs of reissuing
cards and cleaning up fraud.
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